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WHEN “AHEAD OF HIS TIME” MEANS “BEHIND THE EIGHT
BALL”

ABSTRACT Creativity does its best work when it finds a home somewhere on a continuum between the old and the new, between tradition and originality. Even the best new
ideas must find rich soil that allows them to grow in our current world. Consumers need
some familiar reference point that enables them to understand and adopt new things, and
any creative initiative that lacks such a stake in the ground will almost certainly fail. The
rise and fall of the first e-book initiative, more than a dozen years ago, illustrates the importance of locating an innovation within some familiar context.
Introduction
When we call someone “ahead of his time,” typically we mean it as a compliment. “One
day,” we say, “the world will recognize his genius.” Often, however, it never does. How
many of us remember Charles Babbage or Heron of Greece? The former’s computer innovations and the latter’s ideas about steam power could have revolutionized their respective
eras, but didn’t.
Contrary to what many individuals think, creativity is not all about dreaming up totally
new things, because those new ideas must find rich soil that allows them to grow in our
current world. Creativity and innovation do their best work when they find a home somewhere on a continuum between the old and the new, between tradition and originality.
People must have some familiar reference point that enables them to understand and adopt
the new thing—and any creative initiative that lacks such a stake in the ground will almost
certainly fail.
Edison’s Fiasco
The famed inventor Thomas Edison made this uncomfortable discovery the day he visited a
bank to secure investment funds for his newest innovation, the phonograph. A peeved
banker took one look at his invention and shouted, “Get that toy out of my office!” The
angry man simply had no reference point to appreciate the potential of the machine.
Today, we may glance at our MP3 players and iPods and laugh at the shortsightedness of
the banker, but in fact, Edison never did make his innovation into a financial success. While
he tended to focus on the technical proficiency of his products, competitors such as The
Victor Talking Machine Company provided consumers with familiar touchstones that attracted consumer interest. Edison saw no need to offer such recognizable features—after
all, didn’t his company build better machines?—and so rival units such as the famed Victrola quickly gained the bulk of the market. Edison eventually shut down his unprofitable
phonograph business (DeGraaf, 1995).
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Wanted: Both the New and the Old
Human beings throughout history have shown a persistent tendency to want both the new
and the old, the fresh and the familiar, the expected and the surprising, tradition as well as
innovation. It’s not a question of “balance” or of choosing one or the other, but of a desire
for both in various doses at various times, according to the existential need of the moment.
Why do we tend to gravitate to the familiar? We want something to depend on, something we have grown to love, something that has earned our trust. And we crave the new
and the unanticipated because novelties allow us to do old things better or to explore attractive things outside of our normal realm of experience—and who doesn’t like the excitement and even thrills that often result?
The challenge for innovators is to position their creations in the context of something
culturally familiar. Success comes more often to those who learn to excel at making connections between their exciting new thing and some comforting old thing. Regardless of
the brilliance of the innovation, if the new idea, product or message lacks at least some
familiar attributes that immediately resonate with the target audience, the innovation
probably will flounder. Edison is far from the only innovator who has failed to profit from
an amazing creation!
While the bulk of this chapter looks at the role this principle played in the failure of the
first eBook “revolution,” it might help first to briefly see how it has influenced the adoption
of three previous innovations in key moments of publishing history. These include the codex gradually supplanting the scroll as the “book” of popular choice; the persistence into
modern times of a medieval typographic design; and the inability of the printing press to
quickly displace handwritten manuscripts.
From Handwritten Scrolls to Gutenberg
Although the codex gradually replaced the scroll as “the book” of the ancient world, it took
centuries to do so. This, despite the fact that most Roman and Greek scrolls were some
thirty to thirty-five feet in length, and some scrolls reportedly extended to 120 yards. No
wonder the Roman writer Callimachus complained in 260 B.C.E, “A big book is a big nuisance.”
Curiously, however, early codices “were slow to change the internal characteristics of
the scroll. The first bound books were square-shaped, to allow the same number of columns per page as normally showed in a scroll in use” (Levarie, 1968). Both the Codex Vaticanus and the Codex Sinaiticus (fourth century C.E.) show the influence of the scroll; the
pages of the former use three columns of delicate uncials, while the latter customarily employs four columns of uncials.
Not until the fifth century did the codex mostly free itself from the scroll’s typographic
influence. Books became taller and narrower and tended to feature two columns per page,
although some manuscripts utilized only one column. Readers resisted typographic innovation for centuries, in part because they had trouble conceiving of something that might
deviate from the ancient norm of the scroll, and partly because they had grown accustomed
to that norm.
Are we any different today? Don’t most of us find it hard to break out of old patterns?
Often we don’t even realize how entrenched those patterns have become. If you ever look
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at a printed Bible, for example, you’re gazing back typographically to the late twelfth or
early thirteenth century. That’s when scribes first began usingthe thinnest silky vellum.
The pages became extremely small. They employed headings at the top of each page, little
red and blue initials throughout the text to mark the beginning of each chapter, and the
text was now written in black ink in a microscopic script in two columns. The effect was
dramatic. The new type of Bible was an absolute bestseller. These tiny manuscripts were
evidently sold in vast numbers in the thirteenth century. Bibles were produced in such
huge quantities between about 1240 and about 1280 that copies served the needs of all the
rest of the Middle Ages [….] More than that, the Bible design master-minded in the early
thirteenth century has so fundamentally entered the subconsciousness of all of us that, even
now, seven hundred years later, Bibles still look the same (De Hamel, 1995).
You probably know the name of Johann Gutenberg, the man credited with inventing
moveable type for printing. History.com puts his fifteenth-century invention first on its list
of “11 innovations that changed history” (Andrews, 2012). Even so, Gutenberg’s printing
press did not immediately sweep away the old system of creating books.
During the second half of the fifteenth century, “the demand for illuminated books [all
produced by hand] was greater than ever before [. . . .] Attention is often drawn to the fact
that early printed books look very much like manuscripts, the implication being that the
printers were deliberately attempting to make them more acceptable to a market accustomed to hand-written books [. . . .] Early printed books were bound to resemble manuscripts simply because there was no other model available for them to follow. Only as
printing gradually developed in its own right did it become independent in appearance” (Backhouse, 1979).
Johann Fust, a wealthy banker who had funded Gutenberg’s printing experiments, later
sued Gutenberg and took control of his business. Fust is the one who made printing a commercial success. Yet when he failed to properly position the innovation in something culturally familiar, he landed briefly in a Paris jail. Fust sold several of his printed Bibles to
King Louis XI, but misrepresented them as hand written. When users discovered that all
the letters in these Bibles looked identical, and then noted the red ink used (“blood!”), they
accused Fust of witchcraft. Only after Fust admitted he had printed the copies and showed
the Parisians how his system worked, did he regain his freedom (Daugherty, 2012). Eventually, of course, printing won the day; but not until the public became more familiar and
comfortable with it. Could the same be said one day of electronic books?
The Sure Thing that Wasn’t
Pundits for decades have predicted the imminent arrival of electronic publishing. Way back
in 1945, Vannevar Bush wrote of an imagined device he called a “memex,” a machine using
ultra high resolution microfilm reels, coupled with multiple screen viewers and cameras,
to display a culture’s collective memory (Bush, 1945). His concept presaged many elements of the computer age, including hypertext.
In 1962, communication theorist Marshall McLuhan predicted the electronic age would
bury the book forever (Darnton, 1999). Later in that decade, Kay conceived of the
“Dynabook,” a machine featuring a graphical user interface designed to call up multiple
educational components useful to improve human learning and understanding (Kay, 1993).
Serious interest in eBooks began in the 1980s with the introduction of home computers.
Many publishers wondered what effect these new devices might have on print books, since
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a single computer could store hundreds and even thousands of book-length texts. CDROM books were thought to have much promise, combining elements of text, video, audio, and other media (Rassoli and Tippins,1997).
By 1992, a Newsweek article proclaimed, “Bibliophiles, take cover: the electronic book
is on its way.” One enthusiast declared, “We’re not talking about the future. This is already
happening.” Yet Newsweek admitted, “So far there is a lot more interest in books you use—
reference works—than in books you actually read. But before long, ‘there will be as many
kinds of electronic books as there are conventional books,’ says Morton David, CEO of
Franklin Electronic Publishers. ‘Print has had around 500 years to evolve. We've only
been doing it for a few years’” (Rogers, 1992s). Even as late as October 2001, New Scientist
magazine was telling its readers:
You’ve heard it all before. Pundits have been predicting the death of books for almost a
century. First it was the novelty of moving pictures that was going to kill them off. Then
the coming of radio and TV. And when that didn’t do the trick, computers and the Internet
came along to deliver the killer blow. Well, books are still with us. But for how much
longer?
Books as we know them are beginning to feel the squeeze from all sides. Publishers are
releasing more and more texts in electronic form—on CD-ROM or the Internet—and ereader devices are taking off everywhere. “Electronic paper” is finally a reality, too—thin,
light and flexible, but instantly refreshable to let you download the latest news or novel.
No one is sure yet what final form the e-book will take, or just when it will take over, but
it’s becoming clear that the way we read is set to change forever (Lillington, 2001).
Lillington wrote these words even as the first eBook “revolution” was sputtering and
nearing collapse—demonstrating, if nothing else, that prognosticators touting “sure things”
in the world of technology have a notoriously difficult time seeing a few months into the
future, let alone years or decades.
So what happened to the first eBook revolution? Why didn’t it ignite on cue? Part of the
answer—and it’s only part, since both economics and technology played large roles in the
failure of eBooks to catch on the first time around—is that the target market lacked familiarity with the innovation and so felt too little connection with it. With few exceptions, the
public simply didn’t resonate with the idea.
Publishers had failed to reckon with that reality, however, especially in the aftermath of
a shock they received in 2000. Author Stephen King had alarmed many of them by offering
for sale on the Internet, direct to consumers, a sixty-six-page novella called Riding the Bullet. Selling it for a paltry $2.50, King garnered more than four hundred thousand
downloads in forty-eight hours; he said he made almost half a million dollars on the venture (Anonymous, 2000).
Both authors and publishers alike soon began experimenting with Internet-based books.
AOL Time Warner released two hundred eBooks for children, Random House began a
publishing partnership with TV’s Sesame Street, and Simon & Schuster concentrated on
eBooks for the “young adult” market.
Fueling this enthusiasm were robust forecasts from industry analysts such as Forrester,
which predicted that by 2005 eBooks would account for one-sixth of the U.S. book publishing market. This, despite the fact that less than half of the publishers Forrester had canvassed offered for sale even a solitary eBook. Forrester also predicted that by the same
year, one fourth of all university textbooks would be offered in electronic formats
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(Lillington, 2001). And Forrester wasn’t alone; Andersen Consulting, commissioned by
the Association of American Publishers to forecast eBook sales, predicted electronic books
would represent ten percent of the total book market by 2005 (Hillesund, 2001). Jupiter
Research estimated that in the same period, the numbers of eBook users would grow to
1.9 million. And still another firm, IDC, predicted the U.S. eBook market would grow
from $9 million in 2000 to $414 million in 2004 (Hawkins, 2002s).
In the heady days of October 2000, software giant Microsoft held its first annual Frankfurt
eBook Awards, giving prizes of up to fifty thousand dollars to authors of digital books. Dick
Brass, a Microsoft executive tasked with promoting eBooks, declared, “Someday, when
electronic books replace print, these will just be called the book
awards” (Kirkpatrick,2002). By year’s end, the New York Times was telling its readers,
Seldom has a new product generated as much talk and as few sales as electronic books
did in the year 2000. And not just talk: major publishers, online booksellers and high-tech
middlemen spent hundreds of millions of dollars to lay the groundwork for selling digital
books, even though demand for reading books on computer screens remains uncertain to
say the least. In the next few years, the book industry’s investments will prove either prescient or preposterous (Kirkpatrick, 2000).
Somehow, it did not seem to faze publishers that the then-leading producer of dedicated
eBook readers, Gemstar-TV Guide, had two devices on the market that had sold fewer
than sixty thousand units by early 2001, despite company declarations that millions would
be in circulation. A few months earlier, Gemstar had predicted that within three years
their devices would be “capable of storing several titles at once, will cost less than $100 and
will weigh just eight ounces” and would be “cheap enough to be given away with magazine
subscriptions” (Wittmann, 2000s). It didn’t happen. Before the predicted future could
arrive, the company pulled its readers from store shelves.
In April 2002, Microsoft also pulled the plug on the Frankfurt eBook awards, announcing instead the formation of a new organization called the International eBook Association,
designed to “support the worldwide eBook community and promote the growing opportunities and promise of eBooks.” That organization, intended to “facilitate and accelerate the
adoption of eBooks” (Anonymous, 2002), also quickly went extinct.
Even before that, by March 2001, much of the hype over eBooks had blown away. The
New York Times declared:
Last summer–just about when that big, fat Internet bubble had finally, officially burst–Random House pulled the entrepreneurial equivalent of stumbling into a party with a funny hat and a case of beer at 4:30 a.m., long after
everybody had gone to bed. With great fanfare, the famous publishing house
grandly announced the debut of an e-book imprint, AtRandom.com.
Now, Random House proclaimed, tech-savvy readers could use their computers to
download the prose stylings of writers like Elizabeth Wurtzel, Lewis Lapham, Robert
Samuelson, New Yorker staff writer Tad Friend and dot-com chronicler Po Bronson. New
titles by these authors would be available only as e-books; the publisher would not print
hard copies.
It was a big, bold gamble, a thumb in the eye to 546 years of post-Gutenberg publishing. It was also a giant dud.
Six months after Random House’s earth-rattling boast, e-books are about as popular as JarJar Binks action figures and Color Me Badd records. With e-book titles such as Ms.
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Wurtzel’s Radical Sanity fizzling on the e-shelves—sales through last week had just cracked
100 copies nationwide—enthusiasm within the publishing world toward e-books has significantly dampened. And now, Random House is reneging on its no-hard-copies pledge:
AtRandom.com recently announced that it will offer print versions of its e-books.
“Right now, it’s kind of a nonexistent marketplace,” said Sam Lipskar, a publishing
agent. (Snyder, 2001)
Snyder quoted Gersh Kuntzman, author of Hair! Mankind's Historic Quest to End Baldness, as
saying, “I do think there is a future for e-books. But there’s no present for e-books.” The
article concluded that, “the promised revolution” of eBooks “will have to wait” (Snyder,
2001).
By November 2001, Random House announced it was done waiting. One of the first
New York publishers to launch a line of purely digital books, it became the first to scuttle
the venture. The New York Times said the closure “demonstrated just how dim the onceluminous prospect of an electronic revolution in reading had become in a little more than
year. . . . The size of the market has turned out to be tiny, at least for
now” (Kirkpatrick,2001).
By summer 2002, industry observer Donald Hawkins, who two years before had trumpeted the eBook revolution, admitted, “It is now apparent that the e-book shot missed its
mark, and the e-book revolution has fizzled. Indeed, it never really got off the ground. The
marketplace did not develop as originally predicted” (Hawkins, 2002).
The collapse of the first major commercial eBook effort did not take everyone by surprise. Brian Winston had, just a few years before, questioned the very concept of a
“communication technology revolution.” Extensive empirical studies had convinced
Winston that new technologies usually take longer to develop and become viable than
many observers assume. He also contended that the “acceptance and later diffusion of technologies are dependent on supervening social necessities and influenced by cultural and
economic forces” (Hillesund, 2013). In other words, successful innovators have to situate
their creations in what the target market considers both familiar and accepted. Without
that, spending even hundreds of millions of dollars has little chance of success.
An editor for the online magazine Salon had identified a big part of the core problem: “If
printed books will be replaced in the next 10 years, then what, exactly, will replace them?
I’m open to the idea that the p-book can be supplanted, but the alternative, the e-book,
remains pretty theoretical in the minds of most avid readers. Ask people to imagine a future in which print books have been usurped, without at the same time providing them
with a clear image of the new, improved substitute, and you’re asking them to visualize a
beloved and enriching pleasure supplanted by—nothing. No wonder it scares
them” (Miller, 2000).
Who Prefers an eBook?
Several years after the collapse of the first eBook experiment, a second round of experimentation began in earnest. While many serious technological and economic difficulties
had by then been addressed, the cultural hurdles seemed harder to gauge. How would electronic books do the second time around?
In 2009, I did a small but nationwide study investigating consumer interest in eBooks
versus paper books. I found that while an overwhelming number of adults surveyed pre177
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ferred paper books, no significant demographic factors appeared to predict such a preference (2009). A large percentage of adult book readers, primarily those born at least several years before the beginning phase of Web 2.0 (customarily dating to 1996), appeared to
fall into the category of what I called “paper book lovers.” This group appeared to resist
adopting eBooks and wireless readers, not because of financial deprivation or uncertainty
or antipathy toward the innovation, such as often suggested by the theory of the Diffusion
of Innovations (DOI), but because its members simply preferred paper books.
While DOI has shed considerable light on who first adopts an innovation and how they
lead the way to a wider societal acceptance of a given innovation, it has neglected to shed
nearly so much light on why some individuals and groups not only fail to adopt some innovation, but in fact spurn it. By its design, diffusion theory tends to highlight how “consumer
beliefs or perceptions of innovation attributes, along with external socioeconomic and media exposures, influence the decision to adopt an innovation” (Vishwanath & Goldhaber,
2003). In some cases, however, a greater focus on late adopters or laggards may reveal
information highly significant to anyone interested in promoting an innovation; and overlooking such information can have deleterious consequences for the promoter.
About four decades ago, Uhl stated rightly, “While knowledge of innovators may help
secure acceptance among the earliest buyers, an understanding of laggards will help in understanding a product’s complete market;” yet in regard to lovers of paper books, his study
seemed to miss the mark when it said, “laggards may initially reject and continue to reject
certain products for the very reasons that innovators adopt them. . . . It may be that they
are repelled by those products which appear to them to be too new, unproven, and
risky” (Uhl, 1970). But my study showed that paper book lovers did not seem “repelled” by
the new, unproven, or risky nature of eBooks and wireless readers. They simply preferred
paper books. Consider a few comments from study participants, explaining why they favored paper books over electronic books:
•
Easier on the eyes.
•
Nostalgia perhaps. I like to turn pages manually.
•
Just feels good to hold a book.
•
I can write on it, pass it along to others.
•
I like noticing how far into the book I am.
•
Like the feel and smell of books.
•
A warmer experience.
•
Just love real books.
Three years later, I completed a much larger project designed to investigate whether individuals using “enhanced eBooks” (resources utilizing video, audio, interactive graphics,
etc.) had any better comprehension of a given body of content than paper book readers,
and whether either group showed a greater tendency to be persuaded by the content so
delivered. While most participants in the enhanced eBook group expressed pleasure and
even delight in the new format, one “outlier” quite proudly described herself as “so old
school.” She bought only used books, she stated, and tended to read several paper books
each week. Whenever she found herself getting bored with the enhanced eBook, which she
said happened quite often, she put it down, picked up a physical book on some other topic,
and started reading. “I mean,” she said, “I was out of that app so quick and doing something
else” (Halliday, 2012).
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This participant no doubt would endorse Darnton’s judgment that the traditional book has
“extraordinary staying power.” The paper book, he says, is “great for packaging information, convenient to thumb through, comfortable to curl up with, superb for storage, and
remarkably resistant to damage. It does not need to be upgraded or downloaded, accessed
or booted, plugged into circuits or extracted from webs. Its design makes it a delight to the
eye. Its shape makes it a pleasure to hold in the hand. And its handiness has made it the
basic tool of learning for thousands of years, even when it had to be unrolled to be
read” (Darnton, 1999).
Whatever market gains eBooks may achieve in the future, their producers—like all innovators in whatever field—must continue to effectively situate them in the stream of
what the public recognizes as familiar and accepted. Those who manage this skill, will win.
And those who don’t, won’t.
Building an Effective Bridge
When Apple unveiled its iPad in April 2010, the product may have seemed to many observers like a Star Trek gizmo, both alien and unfamiliar. Apple therefore unleashed a barrage of advertising efforts intended to make its device seem not only cool and wondrous,
but also recognizable and appealing. In a move of genius, Apple bridged the old and the
new by showing how this remarkable innovation could take something as familiar and beloved as the classic book Alice In Wonderland and make it spring to life. Alice’s cherished
story, as featured on the iPad’s color screen, looked both venerable and recognizable. . .
and yet its pages moved! On one page, an old pocket watch swung on its fob, responding to
every physical move of the iPad. On another page, readers could toss a jar of orange marmalade around with a finger flick. It seemed almost magical, like something out of a Harry
Potter movie.
Media watchers such as the Huffington Post wrote enthusiastic articles with headlines
blaring, “Alice in Wonderland iPad App Reinvents Reading.” It insisted developers had
“created the pop-up book of the 21st-century” (Anonymous, 2010). So how did the public
respond?
On the first day the iPad became available for general sale, Apple sold 300,000 units.
One month later, sales had risen to a million, and after eighty days, consumers had bought
three million (Costello, 2013). By October 2013, the company had sold over 170 million
iPads (Hughes, 2013).
While no one, to my knowledge, has tried to determine the precise effect of the Alice in
Wonderland television campaign on early iPad sales, clearly it didn’t hurt. The ad campaign
helped to situate a culture-impacting innovation within the stream of a culturally familiar
and appealing artifact, and that association helped consumers to frame the new product in a
way that prompted millions to want to buy it.
What Might Have Happened?
Remember Edison and his failed phonograph business? His competitors quickly made their
machines into beautiful pieces of furniture; Edison did not. His competitors made available
to their customers audio recordings of popular artists; Edison disdained such a strategy.
“We care nothing for the reputation of the artists, singers or instrumentalists,” he scoffed in
1912. “All that we desire is that the voice shall be as perfect as possible” (DeGraaf, 1995).
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Whether Edison got his wish is hard to say. Whether his phonograph business succeeded is
easier; it didn’t. But what might have happened had the inventor looked for ways to help
his prospective clients connect this new machine with the familiar surroundings of their
homes and lives?
But more to the point: How can you take your innovation and create a bridge that consumers can use to easily connect with something familiar and attractive? What’s your Alice
in Wonderland?
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